
 

The show «12 MUSICIANS» 
is a kaleidoscope of the brightest  

and most popular performances  

from the best world-known musicals. 

The show is accompanied by a video installation, 

which plays the role of scenery and takes the viewer to the wonderful world of music, 

immersing him into the atmosphere of the musical - in the ballroom or in the village shed, 

in the dungeon of the Paris Opera or to the city dump ... 



 

All arias are performed live.  

Artists are experiencing constant transformation from one character to another.  

The show provides us with the brilliance of professional singing and unbelievable choreography,  

interaction with the audience and elegant costumes,  

acrobatic performances and solo violins. 

 

The show is an original theatrical spectacular performance,  

in which soloists and ballet of Moscow and  

St. Petersburg musicals take part. 



 

 

The show takes place against the background of video content, 

which plays the role of scenery,  

using costumes and makeup. 

 

The repertoire includes 45 combi performances  

(each is about 3-5 minutes on average). 

 



 

The artists of the greatest international performances such as 

«Metro», «Notre Dam de Paris», «Romeo & Juliette», «Chicago», «Cats», «Mamma Mia», «Zorro», 

«Tanze der Vampiere», «The sound of music» 

and Russian unique musicals 

«Nord-Ost», «12 chairs», «Scarlet Sails», «Monte Cristo», «Count Orlov», «Todd»  

and many others take part in this show. 

 

Vadym Mimchan 
A young and very demanded  

artist of the musical.  

There are more than 10 roles  

in musicals in his  

achievement list,  

as well as many movie roles. 

 

 

Andrew Belavskiy 
The artist who was  

standing by the risers  

of the musical  

genre in Russia. 

His velvet baritone 

never leaves anyone 

indifferent. 

 

 

Ann Lukyanova 

She’s not only the soloist 

of many Russian musicals, 

but also the author 

of the music and lyrics 

for the songs, 

as well as the headliner of 

her own band “Luka!” 

 

 

Vladimir Dybsky 
Without any exaggeration,  

this artist can be called  

the patriarch of the Russian 

musical; in drama  

performances he began his 

journey immediately from  

the role of a dream - Hamlet. 

 



 

Anna Vershkova 
Rising star of musicals,  

there are not many solo roles  

yet in her portfolio,  

but her star hour is ahead.  

In addition to musicals,  

Anna sings songs for the cinema, 

and  takes part in her band 

“Dieboschbigband”. 

 

 

Irina Perova 
She’s a participant  

of the very first Russian  

musicals, she’s a very  

diversely occupied actress  

in entrepreneurial performances  

as well as in musical  

show projects. 

 

 

 

Roman Grafov 
Together with his group  

"Romeo Therapy" he participated 

in the TV show "Main Stage" 

 on the channel "Russia 1".  

He is also the winner  

of the vocal contest  

"The keys to success - StartUp" 

2015. 

 

 

Vladimir Vett 
A virtuoso violinist  

with his magic violin,  

will lead the audience  

through the pages  

of musical stories… 
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